PSU-Mont Alto Nursing

Virtual Tour of the Nursing Program

- Associate Degree
- Baccalaureate Degree [RN-BS]
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PSMA-Nursing locates in Suite 104, Science – Technology Building

Address: One Campus Drive, Mont Alto, PA 17237
Nursing Program Suite [ST 104]

Nursing Laboratory [ST114]

Medication Room

Books and A-V Media

Multimedia Equipped Lab
Nursing Classrooms
Multimedia Technology Classrooms ST 204, ST 304

Commuter Lounge [ST 109]
With computer terminal, sitting room and separated kitchenette
Faculty Offices [Suite 104]

- Confidentiality for students’ consultant
- Open-door policy for students access

PSMA Nursing Students

- In the Classrooms
- In the Lab
- With Academic Advisor
- In Clinic
- Student Nurses Club Meeting